CURRENTS OF GOLDEN LIQUID LIGHT

You have now entered into the Golden River of the Helicon. For My Flame has carried you up into Illumination’s current of Light, so that you might enter the stream of the Consciousness of God to have imparted to you those elements of His Consciousness that allow you to chart your course according to the Will of God; to have the Wisdom of God to carry you along the way to your destiny of Victory; and to love life and all in life that is imbued by God, so that the Beauty of God may always surround you.

I AM Lord Lanto, Chohan of Illumination’s Ray. I impart the Consciousness of Wisdom to the Sons and Daughters of God, so they can first know who they are and then act upon that knowledge as they internalize the Flame of God, the Threefold Flame of the Heart that speaks to their every endeavor in life, if they will allow the Heart to open.

So many go through life locked away in the recesses and the depths of their mind, and the workings of the intellect, never knowing the Illumination of the Heart’s Flame imparting to that mind all of the Golden Light of the Sun that would bring newness of life, expressions of God Identity in every pattern and detail imparted to each of the spiritual centers of Being, so that one might create, precipitate, manifest more of the Golden Light of the Sun that is to shine upon all Sons and Daughters. This Golden Sun bathing the consciousness brings about the Golden Age culture and the reemergence of Divine Mother Light that each one may revel in as they fulfill their Fiery Destiny.

For some time, you have only known My Flame as the Chohan of the Second Ray of Illumination. You have likewise understood that I stand fully engaged with My Conscious Attention upon the youth and the children of the world that they may have imparted to them the Divine Culture, and education in their True Identity. What many may not know is that I once lived in embodiment during a time where there was such a Divine Culture that many have referenced as one of Earth’s true Golden Ages.
I hold in My Consciousness the understanding of the education that is required of each of the vehicles of your consciousness, so that you might produce such a Divine Life as I lived then; where all about you, you see the Glories of God, the wonder of creation, the magnificence of the Divine Mother Light bringing into manifestation the Purity, the Beauty, the wealth of the Abundance of God.

When your consciousness becomes as trained as mine was then, even in this very hour, you can begin to live that Golden Age, and indeed, this is how these cycles must begin. For if you do not have the Vibration required to anchor the Fire of your own God Consciousness into these outer vehicles, how will you pass on a Torch of Light to the next generation? How will they be taught? What will be the example you set? Will you have internalized all that has been imparted to your mind, moving the charge of Light into the emotional body, forming and fashioning new creation by your hands, and endeavoring to live a life that invites the descent of the Golden River into the midst of your world?

This, Blessed Hearts, is such a great Opportunity. For if enough Sons and Daughters are willing to awaken to the Christ Consciousness, imbued with their own Causal Body momentum of Victory, you will realize a Golden Age before you know it! Do you suppose that two hundred years ago it would have been possible to reveal this Teaching en masse, where many lifestreams could hear this Instruction? What would have been the consequences? Would there have been enough tolerance in the land? Enough honor and respect of another’s right to the free expression of God in their life?

Would there have been the freedom and the ability to speak out, teaching others, just as our Anointed Representatives™ are this very day, carrying over the airways into the home, into the institutions, into the sanctuaries, Illumination on Cosmic Law? Do you suppose that you could gather together, raising the banner high and proclaiming the I AM anchored in your life? Or would you have been required to hide away the Divine Nature of the Light burning upon the altar of your Heart? Would you have had to speak in a soft voice, barely audible, so that you would not be overheard by someone opposing your belief? Do you suppose the consciousness of mankind would have been ready, open, and receptive to Our Instruction? Or was there still a need for transmutation? Was there a cycle of life required, going through many hard times, so that when those very same lifestreams embodied once more they would recognize the Divine co-measurement, if not in their outer consciousness immediately, most assuredly within the Heart. For yes, the Threefold Flame of the Heart discerns the Vibration of the Christ Presence, knows what can stand in the Light of God and what is required of these vehicles of consciousness that you wear as mind, emotion, and physical form, in order for them to become the Christ.

Every Divine Culture of the Mother Flame that has drawn forth the current of Wisdom as a Golden Elixir poured into the outer consciousness has known its
day in the Sun of Peace, Harmony, well-being, Abundance, Happiness, and Joy. Many of you are already experiencing such a life. But some are yet to discover how to educate their vehicles to operate as one unified, coordinated action of the Flame of God, all giving expression to the Mind of God, all poised and ready to act upon that Illumination immediately, as they are directed to do so.

All this occurs when there is a balanced flow of the Threefold Action of the Heart working in concert with the Causal Body. This allows for the transfer of the Wisdom and talent, the wherewithal of the many Victories you have already established as a rolling momentum, so that you might call upon those Divine Momentums of God Good instead of groping about in the human arena of unreality to find yourself. And is this not what most are striving to accomplish? They try on many suits of armor, many suits of clothing, many suits as profession, many relationships — all to somehow find completeness in life, not quite knowing what is the real Self, what is prompting them in a particular direction, or what is speaking to them from within.

You have come to the Ascended Master Teachings to discover just that. Who are you? Many have recognized in their outer consciousness that they are the Mighty I AM Presence. But has that been internalized, so that you act based on the Consciousness of God, so that there is flowing through you enough of the Light of God to bring about those creative endeavors of thought, feeling, and action that impart the Purity that is the nature of your God Presence? This is why all who serve on Wisdom's Ray and chart the course of the education of the Divine Mind into mankind’s consciousness will be releasing more of the tangible action of the Golden River of the Helicon during the Conclave of the harvest cycle, so that you might begin to reap the pure Consciousness of your own God Presence raying into your life as Illumination, God Direction, and Divine Intercession, so that you might maintain the Divine Course for your life and Mission.

When you study the Blue Flame of the Will of God and recognize how that Will of God is so divinely perfect and tailor-made for your lifestream; and when you become so imbued with the Love of God that you want no other love save the constant circulation of that Love flowing to you, and from you to God; and when you desire Illumination’s Flame coursing through the crown chakra of your Being, opening the Thousand Petaled Lotus, so that you might partake of the Divine Consciousness of the Mind of God at every turn; then you, Blessed Hearts, will know all of the Rays divinely imbuing Life from the Heart of God, coursing through as a Golden Age life, lived as the Ascended Masters would live, established here in the physical octaves as a realm that so emulates the Etheric Retreats that you are sure that you have already raised your Vibration sufficiently to live in those Retreats for the remainder of your incarnation.
Yes, Blessed Hearts, all this can be accomplished by each one of you, if you will but become the Threefold Flame of the Christ Consciousness, radiating that Light and allowing for Helicon’s Golden River to flow continuously into your crown. Then the pressure of Light that you receive will assist you in your disciplines, for you constantly will be reminded of how precious is this Golden Elixir that comes so easily to you when your vehicles are prepared; when you guard your consciousness from intrusion of unreality and negativity; when you breathe in the Pranic Breaths and establish the flow of your own Virtues of the Christ, bathed in the God Qualities of the Rays from your own God Presence.

These are some of the meditations that you should constantly engage in. For when you know the Light of God, when you become the fullness of all of the Rays of God Consciousness emanating from your own Electronic Body, fashioned into this life, where you are right now, as the Virtues of the Secret Ray Action established as patterns of God Identify, you will know the Golden Age. And you will leave for all generations to come the record in the Earth of how a true disciple of the Ascended Masters overcomes every limitation and moves into the Consciousness of the Light of God.

I AM Lord Lanto. I bathe you in all of the colors of the Threefold Flame of My Heart as it moves out to encompass the Earth. I will be with you throughout this coming cycle of the Golden Light imparted from the Sun. Let the Golden River enter into your life here and now.

Lord Lanto